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SEARCH FOR A 2'1't° RESONANCE NEAR 730 MeV IN w+d INTERACTIONS*
Gerald A. Smithtand Robert J. Manning
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
University of California
Berkeley, California
February 14, 1968
ABSTRACT
In an analysis of 229000 pictures of

1't+ at incident momenta of

1.1 to 2.3 GeV/c in the deuterium-filled7Z-inch bubble chamber, we
have identified 8386 examples of the reaction ".+d -- pp + neutrals.

.

.

An

application of the impulse approximation gives 4965 events ,of the type

+
'IT

,."

,

n -- p + neutrals.

At a small momentum transfer

(~

0.2 and 0.08

2
GeV jc ) to the neutrals system, we find no direct evidence for an enh~mcement near the reported position of the EO, ~ 730 MeV.

A detailed

subtraction of 3",° and N~'(1Z38) background based on cross sections
from qth~r experiments ,results in a 2'1\'° mass spectrum, which is
found

t()

be in agreement with the direct experimental ,results of Corbett

et al. (in shape only) and with the prediction of Malamud and Schlein
(in shape and magnitude).
decay asymmetry.

The latter is based on an analysis of the p

Consequently, we interpret our results to be con-

sistent with the existence of the EO, the parameters for which result
,4

, from the analysis by Malamud and Schlein.

Numerous authors have reported their interpretation of the po decay
asymmetry. 1 These reports generally have in

~().mmon

the inclusion of an

isospin-O S-waye 11''' 'If backgrol,md amplitude, and for the most part con ..

-2'::
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clude that the phase shift, 0°. passes through or near 90 deg at ~ 730 MeV.
-

."

~.

°

Due to the off-mass-shell nature of the 1T-1T scattering, corrections of an approximate nature have been applied, resulting in some variation among the

•

various an.alyses in both the position and width of this "resonant" amplitude.
Subsequently, several experimenters have attempted to find the

21T0 decay

mode of this particle, commo~ly refe~red to as the EO, in a direct manner by
1
measuring the neutrals spectrum in the reaction 1T p - n + neutrals.
The
virtue,of such experiments lies in that the largeisospin-i 1T";1T amplitude, associated with the

p' meson, is not present in the 21T

O

system.

Except for the

experiment by Feldman. ~t al.; no evidence has been reported 2 for the existe;nce
of th~ pro~ess1T - p -

nE O, EO - 21TO.

This ·paper presents our measurement of

the neutrals spectrum ~nd relates it .to previous experiments.
In an analysis' 0(229000 pictures of 1T+ at incident momenta of 101 to 2.3
GeV/c.iil th~ deuterium-filled 72-inchbubble chamber, '\Nehave ide.ntified

'.

+

8386 examples of the reaction 1T d - pp + neutrals (2 prongs ) and ..iii7}

+ - o·

.

pp 1T 1T. 1T (V) (4 prongs).

In. order to reduce background, pnly two-prong events

with both tracks having ionization clearly twiCemini~urn or greater were re.

,.

-

,

.

.

,

corded, whe,reas for the four-prong events only one track was :r:equired to satisfy this criteripn.

Applying the impulse approximation to the: 1T + d collision,

we have."selected events in Which the laboratory-systemmo:mentum of the proton spectator (the slower of the two proto;ns) is less than 3.00 MeV/c.
i(a) we have plotted the spectator momentum

di~tribution

In Fig.

for the two-prong

sample, comparing 'it With the Fourier transform of the deute. ron wave function
that is applicable if the impulse approximation is valid~
The comparison is
. '
.
. ·3·
generally good below approximately 300 MeV/c. Consequently, we hereafter
interpret such events as examples of free 1T +nscattering within the deuteron
with negligibie final-state interactions.

In Fig. i(b).we show the mass dis-

"
; )

"'.\
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tribution of the neutrals + proton (nonspectator) system, which in the impulse
.
.
. th e 1T +n. c. m. energy spec t rum.
approx1mahon
1S

The height of this distribu-

tion is proportional to the product of the track length in the chamber and. the

'J

cross section, and the distribution itself exhibits the usual smearing due to
the Fermi motion of the deuteron target.

The selection on the spectator mo-

mentum, as well as requiring that 1. 3 ~"I1ab'(1T +)

~

2.3 GeV / c,4 resulted in a

sample of 4956 events .
. fn order to establ,ish the amount of neutral wO decay in our sample, we
have independently fitted the four-prong events to a mixture of single-particle
(TJo and we) production plus three-pion phase-space background, and then ap-

.

. ° °

plied the known branching ratio for w . -- 1T "y

compa~ed

.

w1th 1T +-0
1T 1T.

5

An ex-

tremely useful by-product of this analysis is a measure of the neutral-tocharged branching ratio of the TJo ~ which gives a precise check on scanning
and measuring biases, particularly important in view of the different scanning
criter'ia used for the two- and four -prong events.
also fitting the neutral spectrum

t~

This is accomplished by

TJo, wO production plus 21TO phase space.

The results of these fits, in terms of the branching ratio of all ne~t:rals to the
sum of all neutrals plus 1T +1T ';"1T O and 1T +1T";"y for TJo decay, are
<0.6 (GeV/c)2,

(a) I t(neutrals)!

70.3±2.60/0, and (b) It(neutrals)! <0.2 (GeV/c)2, 79.1±4.00/0.

These compare favorably with the latest value quoted by Rosenfeld et al. ,
73.3%. ,5' Although the 311'° background :rna y be as much as 40% of the total
211'° and 311'° cross section,

I,.)

the overall agreement of

the branching ratios indicate that the amount of resonance is not very sEmsi.

. '

.~

tive to the background assumptions.

.

We have mafie momentum-transfer se-

lections in the region of 730 MeV by restricting the neutrals c. m. angle, the
value of which for fixed momentum transfer depends on the c. m. energy.
This is done in order to facilitate our fitting procedure, since phase space 1S

UCRL-17917 Rev.

-4independent of $elections in the c. m. angle.

In .Fig. 2 we show the neutral-mass -squared spectrum for momentum

•

transfers to the neutrals system near 730 MeV of less than 0.20 and 0.08
(GeV/c)2.
space.

The solid curves represent the best fit to nO,

The shaded events have been subtracted for wO

",0,

-+

and 2iTo phase

iTOy by the method

"discussed previously, where in the subtraction we have folded together the

known width of the wO, 12 MeV, and our experimental resolution,

~ 26 MeV.

qonsidering o.nly the unshaded events, we observe no statistically significant
enhancement in the region of 730'MeV for
, ,

Itl' < 0.08 (GeV/c)

,

2

(GeV).

It I < 0.20 (GeV/c)2.

'2' :

However, for

,

we observe, after subtraction, an enhancement near 0.6

'Since the 3iTo background (dotted curve) is rising through this re-

gion' and N*(1Z38tproduction undoubtedly distorts the spectrum somewhat,
this enhancement cannot immediately be inferred as originating in the 2iTo systern.

This aspect of the analysis is ,considered in detail in the following com-

parison of our data with those of previous experiments.
bur average bea,m momentum, ~ 1.8 GeV /e, does not always coincide
with that of the other

~xperiments,

and appropriate allowances should there-

fore be made in comparing our' results with others.
analysis at 3 GeV/c and

Durand and Chiu, in an

It I < 0.2 (GeV/c)2, state that,the EO:po production

ratio should be about 0.05, inc1udingonly the EO -2iTOmode.
pO cross seGtion of 1.6±0.1 mb at 2.05 GeV/c
,

~ 50 fJ.b for

it of

~

EO

-+

8

7

UsingJacob's

and an upper;..limitestimate of
.

2iTo production from this experiment, we place an upper lim-

0.03 on this ratio, somewhat less than that predicted.

However', this

difference could be explained in terms of a very rriode,st energy dependence
for €o production.

Malamud and Schlein predict the shape and magnitude of

the 2iTo mass spe.ctrum, indicated as the dashed curve in Fig. 2(b).9
based on an aiIalysis of data from 2.1 to 3.2 GeV/c and

It I < 0.175

,

This is

2

(Ge V / c) •

,.

-5-
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The agreement of our data and the curve in the region :::::0.38 to 0.55 {GeV)2,
particularly in absolute magnitude, strongly suggests that in this region both
3'!!'0 and N>:< background are negligibly small, whereas the lack of agreement
above 0.55 {GeV)2 is likely explained in terms of this form of background.
This conclusion appears to be basically sound, as is shown in the following
discussion.

, ° sample,

We have attempted to reduce our neutrals spectrum to a 2'f!'
based on a subtraction of 3'TT° and N~:< phase -space distributions.

In order to

do this in an absolute ~ay, we assume the spectrum is composed of only n2'1T'°
0 '
.
1( ) .
and n3rr events, and that the. latter are 40% of the total.
Furthermore, we
assume that the n2rro sample is made up of 40% N~:<' s, based on the results of
Corbett et a1.

ii
. In Fig. 3 we show (solid points) the resultant distribution

after subtraction of 3'1T'° and N~:< background in these amounts.

The soiid

histogram is the unsubtracted sample; however, the.,.,o and

contributions

12

have been removed.
cos

wO

The sample has been further restricted by the selection

. (neutrals) >0.8 and·1.8 ~PI b("+) ~2.3 GeV/c, in order that we
c.m.
a

may compare directly with the data of Corbett et al; (open points).
.

Whereas

.

our 2'!!'0 spectrum agrees quite well with 'that of Corbett et al. in shape, we
have had to adjust the Corhett et ale data upward by a factor of 2.96 in ab-:solute magnitude (!J.b/100 11.1eV) so that the total cross sections are in agreement.

•

3
The source of this difference is currently unknown: It is important

to note that the predictionH by Malamud and Schlein (solid curve) agree quite
14
well with our data, both in magnitude and in shape. Consequently, we
conclude that our spectrurn is consistent with that resulting from the analysis
by Malamud and Schlein, and with the Corbett et al. data (in shape only).
Lastly, we note that Corbett et al. previollsly concluded that their data show
no evidence for any of the relatively narrow (30 to 100 MeV) S":wave

I
\

-6resonances that have been proposed.

UCRL-17917 Rev.

However, the more recent work of

Malamud and Schlein with a resonance at 730 MeV and width 150 MeV appears
quite compatible with the data.
In closing, we briefly discuss two possible complications in any
experiment analyzing the reaction TI'+d - pp + neutrals.

These complications

•

are due to (a) possible proton contamination in the ".+ beam, and (b) the Pauli
exclusion of certain angular momentum states of the final diproton system,
particularly at low

moment~m

transfer to this system.

Gezelter et ale have

suggested that the interpretation of real p+d events in terms of the above
reaction lead~ to a broad enhancement in the neutrals spectrum in the region
::::0.70 (GeV)2, due to the presence of

N~!< production in the pn coliision. 15

Based on an identical a~alysis o£two-prong events in 15400 pictures of incident protons taken in this experiment, an upper-limit estimate of 2% proton
contamination would lead to an excess of approximately 2 !J.b/0.03 (GeV)2 per
bin in Fig. 2(b).

Although this is a nonnegligible effect, it does not·alter our

conclusions on the agreement of our data with those of Corbett et al. and
with the predic'tion by Malamud and Schlein.

The Pauli exclusion effect may

be qualitatively understood in the limit of zero momentum transfer.

In this

case, the final-state protons have the same orbit.al angular momentum as the
deuteron (I. = 0), and
bidden.

consequen~ly

the non-spin-flip amplitude (J = 1) is for-

This reduces the cross section

increasingly as one approaches the

zero-momentum-transfer limit •. Benson has cO.nsidered this effect for TI'exchange and shows that the reduction of cross section averaged over
<0.08 (GeV)2 is

approxirr~ately 100/0. 16- ~his

It I

is well within our statistical

uncertainties, and therefore, as in (a) above, has little or noiirlluence on
our conclusions.

•

-7 -
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Fig. 1.

(a) Laboratory-system momentum distribution of slower (spectator)

proton for 83'86 examples of 'I'I'+d - pp + neutrals' at 1.1 to 2.3 GeV
•

.

Ic.

The

1

curve represents the Fourier transform of the deuteron wave function,
approximately normalized to the region 100 to 200 MeV
(0)

Ic.

Effective -mas s distribution of the proton (nonspectator) + neutrals

system for events shown in (a).

For the final analysis, we select a sample

with p (spectator) ~ 300 MeV Ic and 1.3 ~ "Plab" ('11'+) ~ ?3 GeV Ie (4956
events).
Fig. 2.
2
GeV )

Mass~squared distribution of the neutrals system for (a) It (0.53

I·~ 0.20

(GeV Ic)i~ and (b)

a subtraction for wO - 1TOy.

~

0.08 (GeV/c)2.

The shaded events are

The solid curve is the best fit to nO,

(J)0,

and··

2,,0 phase space; the dotted curve is 3'1'1'° phase space, approximately nOrmalized to M

2

,2

> 0.8 (GeV).

The dashed curve represents the prediction

by Malamud and Schlein (Ref. 9).

Further requirements on the, samples

•

-11are p (spectator) ~ 300 MeV

Ic

UCRL-17917 Rev.

and 1.3 ~ "Plab't (11'+) ~ 2.3 GeV

Ic.

The

plots contain 1947 and 623 events respectively.
Fig. 3.

,,~)

(solid histogram) Neutrals mass spectrum with cos

c. m.

~0.8 for 648 events with 1.8 ~IIPlab" (11' +) :0;2.3 GeV/c after Y'/

(neutrals)

° and w° stlb-

traction; (solid points) 211'° mass spectrum, after subtraction of 311'° and N':<
background from the solid histogram (232 events); (open points) data from
Corbett et al. (Ref. 1), with selection similar to solid points, including
an increase of absolute normalization by a factor of 2.96.

The solid points

are to be interpreted as an indirect measurement of the 2'rt° spectrum
from this experiment.

Due to the approximations involved in the 3T1'°, N':<

subtraction, the solid points have a 15% systematic error in addition to the
indicated statistical errors.
mud and Schlein (Ref. 9).

The curve represents the prediction by Mala-

UCRL-17917 Rev.
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may not infringe privately owned rights; or

8.

Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of,
or for damages resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in
this report.

As used in the above, "person acting on behal f of the
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract
with the Commission,.or his employment with such contractor .
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